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NUBRIK

Iconically Australian

Iconically
Australian
Born in Melbourne, with it’s subtly-textured faces and
crisply-defined edges, Nubrik encapsulates the colours,
qualities and lifestyle that Australians have come to admire.
This carefully selected, premium collection of pressed bricks
are used in prestigious homes and buildings throughout the
country, and will instantly create a look and feel that will
never grow old.

P R O D U C T: T R A D I T I O N A L , A C L A N D C R E A M
A R C H I T E C T: C L A R E C O U S I N S
P H O T O G R A P H E R : T ES S K E L LY P H OTO G R A P H Y
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NUBRIK

Authentic design

Authentic
design
Originality is an essential quality of style. Nubrik has
remained true to its core principles for close to a century,
and produces rich colour blends, found only in genuine
pressed bricks. This gives Nubrik an air of glamour and
sophistication, making it a versatile architectural choice,
able to fit looks both classic and contemporary.

PRODUCT: TRADITIONAL, CHAPEL RED
ARCHITECT: KENNEDY NOL AN
PHOTOGRAPHER: DEREK SWALWELL
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NUBRIK

Evolution of shape and colour

Evolution
of shape
and colour
Acknowledged by generations of discerning architects,
builders and home-owners, Nubrik’s timeless appeal has allowed
it to remain desirable no matter what is currently in vogue. With
colours and shapes to entice individuality and personality, this
premium range’s traditional yet cutting edge character, make it
ready to take on the next 100 years.

PRODUCT: ARTISAN, WOLF
ARCHITECT: THOMSON ADSETT
PHOTOGRAPHER: CHRISTOPHER FREDERICK JONES
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Designed to last

NUBRIK

peace of mind guaranteed
Nubrik bricks are backed by an exclusive Brickworks 100 year warranty.

100 YEAR
PRODUCT

WARRANTY

100 YEAR
PRODUCT

WARRANTY

Designed
to last
100 YEAR
PRODUCT

WARRANTY

LOW MAINTENANCE

EXPANSIVE RANGE

SUPERIOR STRENGTH

No need to paint or other treatments

Brick’s natural colours and textures

Clay products are stronger than

to maintain their aesthetics and

enable you to create both striking

concrete and other light weight

durability. They are strong, reliable

façade contrasts and more

materials and also provide a safer

and relatively maintenance free.

traditional neutral colour schemes.

and more secure home from the

PHO TO GRAPHER: SHANNO N MCG RATH

ARCHITECT: MRTN ARCHITECTS

PRODU CT: T R A D I T I O N A L , C H A P E L R E D

outside environment.

AFFORDABLE

ENERGY EFFICIENT

SUSTAINABLE

Cost effective building product

Combined with intelligent passive

Clay is a natural resource which has

materials that increase the value

building design elements, clay

been used for centuries because it

of your investment or project from

bricks can help moderate building

retains its colour forever as well as

day one, for generations to come.

temperatures and reduce

its durability. Architects, engineers

energy consumption.

and specifiers continue to appreciate
the advantages of using clay products.
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Premium pressed bricks

NUBRIK

Premium
pressed brick
collection
Traditional

Tumbled

100 years is enough time to establish a

Nubrik’s Tumbled brick range adds a

tradition, and time enough to prove a point.

further dimension of character to this

their palette of cool grey contemporary winter

For a century or more Nubrik’s brick presses

quality collection. Every brick has a rustic,

hues. This range combines a modern grey

have been moulding solid, authentic pressed

individual form where no two bricks

colour palette with the traditional quality and

bricks in this premium selection. With their

are alike. The aris’s and corners have a

cachet found in genuine pressed brick. Suitable

crisp, sharp edges Nubrik Traditional bricks

random soft rumble that create walls with

exude quality and will endure for generations

line variation and movement. The effect is

statement or as moody internal features, the

to come. Their elegance and honesty, rich

reminiscent of historical brickwork where

Nubrik Artisan range perfectly complements

colour blends and pressed face textures make

brick imprecision is admired for

them extremely popular with the discerning

its authenticity and charm.

Artisan

HONESTY, INTEGRITY AND VISION

Nubrik Artisan draws inspiration from

For almost a century our brick presses have been

Victoria’s frosty alpine environments with

moulding the solid, authentic pressed bricks that make up
this premium selection. With their crisply-defined edges,
these honest bricks exude quality and will maintain their
appeal and durability for generations to come.
Their traditional elegance, rich colour blends and subtle

for both external facades that make a bold

face textures are characteristics acknowledged by
discerning architects, builders and home-owners.

modern living, style and design.

architect, builder and homeowner.
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2019 Brick Collection

NUBRIK

Traditional

Acland Cream

Tumbled

EXP

Belmore Grey

EXP

Domain Terracotta

EXP

Warehouse Red

EXP

Brunswick Blue

EXP

Aurora

EXP

Artisan

Fitzroy Blend

EXP

Chapel Red

EXP

Lygon Coffee

EXP

Avalanche

Brunswick Blue

EXP

Burwood Blue

EXP

Spencer Tan

EXP

Wolf
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EXP

EXP
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Tundra

EXP

Special shaped bricks

NUBRIK

Special
shaped
bricks

UNIQUE AND VERSATILE

Special shaped bricks

Shaped bricks are used in conjunction
with standard bricks to create distinctive
architectural features, adding detail and appeal.
Unlike polystyrene or fibreglass mouldings that
are simply glued into place, shaped bricks are as

76

26

76

76

durable and colourfast as conventional bricks
and are available in a variety of colours.
230

230

230
110

CB7 (RH)

CB6 (LH)

CB5

110

110

110

110

230

165

230

50
76

76

76

CB10

CB9

CB15

76

60
230

120

76

125

70

175

109

55

CB47

CB SILL

PLINTH CB5, CB6, CB7

SINGLE BULLNOSE CB9

SQUINT CB15

DOUBLE BULLNOSE CB10

Used to extend base

Commonly used in window

Allows brickwork to turn

Commonly used as

brickwork and form a

sills, as step treads, or as

a 45-degree corner (eg.

a capping brick on

decorative ‘ledge’ around

a user-friendly capping on

at a bay window) without

freestanding walls and

a building. Can also

a low retaining wall, brick

interrupting the bond

parapets. Also used in

create a bevelled course

seat or planter box.

pattern or leaving an

vertical applications such

unsightly cut mark down

as garage entrance piers.

or wall capping.

the corner.
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110

REVEAL CB47

CB SILL

Commonly used in wall

Commonly laid vertically

openings, windows, and

with a flush joint type to

doors to add a bevelled

provide an angled sill

edge feature.

detail under windows.
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NUBRIK

Case study

PRODUCT: ARTISAN, WOLF
ARCHITECT: THOMSON ADSETT
PHOTOGRAPHER: CHRISTOPHER FREDERICK JONES
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Technical information

NUBRIK

Technical information

Mortex
MORTEX is a factory manufactured, quality assured premixed

This can ultimately reduce potential liabilities, saving money

M4 rated mortar solution. Its consistency can save labour time,

and time on rectifications. With the adoption of ISO9001:2008

increase efficiency, remove the need for on site blending, and it

principles, the mortar constituents are accurately measured

is compliant with AS3700:2018. MORTEX takes the guess work

and blended in a controlled environment to ensure consistent,

out of mortar blending and reduces the potential for under

homogeneous mortar is produced on-site.

Collection

Range

Colour

Durability
Class

Solar
Rating

Colour
Group

Colour
Scheme

Size

Allure

Acland Cream

EXP

M

Cream

Crema

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Allure

Belmore Grey

EXP

M

Tan

Bisque

230mm x110mm x 76mm

Allure

Brunswick Blue

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Allure

Burwood Blue

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Allure

Chapel Red

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

La Paloma

Domain Terracotta

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

La Paloma

Fitzroy Blend

EXP

D

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

La Paloma

Lygon Coffee

EXP

M

Tan

Bisque

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

La Paloma

Spencer Tan

EXP

D

Brown

Sienna

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Allure

Burwood Blue

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Allure

Warehouse Red

EXP

M

Red

Rouge

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

La Paloma

Aurora

EXP

D

Cool Grey

Taupe

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Avalanche

EXP

M

White

Crema

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Tundra

EXP

M

Cool Grey

Bisque

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

Wolf

EXP

D

Brown

Sienna

230mm x 110mm x 76mm

strength, non compliant mortar use.

White mortar is currently the most popular colour. This is

match the brick colour, giving a very even wall colour.

made by mixing light coloured cement and white sand and

Please confirm with your bricklayer what their mortar

results in a traditional brick and mortar look. Mortar can be

colouring offering is before making your final decision.

coloured by adding powdered or liquid pigments to the mortar

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MORTEX PLEASE CONTACT US ON:

as it is being mixed by the bricklayer. It can also be tinted to

13-Brick (13-2742).

Custom

MORTEX White

MORTEX (Grey)

Limestone

Pebble

Tumbled

Nubrik

Standard

Traditional

Mortar colour

Bark

Pewter

MORTEX Charcoal

Artisan

Please refer to the
MORTEX Charcoal
Technical Data Sheet
for installation and
cleaning guidelines
before use.
Nickel

Oak

Gumnut
San Selmo Corso Raw

*All Nubrik Shaped Bricks are made to order.

Mortar finishes
There are four common mortar finishes and these various

For this reason, our product range

EXP = EXPOSURE GRADE

SOLAR ABSORPTANCE RATING

finish will create a deep shadow in the mortar joint. This brings

Suitable for use in external walls

In the design of energy efficient

out the horizontal lines of the brickwork (and the vertical lines

exposed to aggressive environments,

buildings, the architects and consulting

to a lesser extent) and it is the most common finish. Ironed and

such as; areas subjected to salts in

engineers need to be able to calculate

the soil, adjacent material or ground

the heat loss or gain of materials used

and more subtle. A flush joint doesn’t allow shadow lines to

water, in coastal areas exposed to

to construct these buildings.

form at all, giving the wall a flatter, more unified look. Using a

attack from windborne salt spray, or

mortar colour to match the brick will take this a step further.

to assist architects and consulting

retaining walls subjected to fertilisers

engineers with their calculations.

finishes result in different shadow lines on the wall. A raked

struck joints also create shadow lines, but these are much finer

Raked

Ironed

Struck

Flush

and ground salts.
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has been categorised into three
colour groups
Light (L) < 0.475
Medium (M) 0.475 - 0.70
Dark (D) > 0.70

Style inspiration

NUBRIK

Style
inspiration
NUBRIK HAVE THE INSPIRATION AND EXPERTISE YOU NEED
With our comprehensive series of colour and style palettes, skillfully curated
from the huge range of Brickworks building materials available, you can
select a thoughtful and stylish scheme for any house, whether it’s cutting edge
contemporary or more traditionally influenced. Just as important, clay is a
natural resource which has been used for centuries because it retains its colour
forever as well as its durability.
Our expert design consultants can talk you through colour and style swatches

Nubrik Traditional
Chapel Red

in a friendly one-to-one session, helping you pick a scheme you love for
your vision.

BOOK YOUR ONE-ON-ONE colour consultation TODAY
For more style inspiration or to book an appointment, please visit our website:

CO LO U R S C H E M E : R O U G E

nubrik.com.au
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Home of design

NUBRIK

Home of design
Colour selections and design ideas at the Brickworks Design Studios

Come and visit us at your local Brickworks Design Studio

With the assistance of our current colour trend palette

and have one of our experienced consultants assist in

selections, we will also help make the process of selecting

designing your ultimate sanctuary. Our extensive and

your colours and textures a stress-free and enjoyable

innovative range of building solutions will ensure your

experience, no matter whether you’re inspired by cutting

experience is a unique one and that you’re getting the

edge trends or classic heritage style.

most out of our vast range of products.

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT WITH ONE OF OUR COLOUR CONSULTANTS TODAY,
AND LET US HELP YOU CREATE THE STYLE AND INNOVATION FOR YOUR WAY OF LIFE.
brickworks.com.au/colour-consultations/
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Beautiful products that last forever

NUBRIK

Brickworks Building Products is one of

building materials brands. Our products

Australia’s largest and most diverse building

include bricks, pavers, masonry blocks,

material producers and providers. With our

retaining wall systems, precast concrete

heritage as one of Australia’s founding brick

panels, solar, concrete and terracotta roof

businesses many generations ago, we hold the

tiles, timber products, terracotta façades and

values of family, community, sustainability,

specialised building systems.

innovation and quality at our core.
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With a broad product portfolio of leading

We know our quality products last forever,

products from Australia and around the

which is why some of our products come with

world – available right across the country –

a 100 year guarantee.

Brickworks Building Products pride ourselves

Under the Brickworks Building Products
umbrella are some of Australia’s best known

we are

BRICKWORKS

PHOTOGR APHER: JOHN GOLLINGS

BU I LDE R: KRONGOLD CON STRUCTION S

P R O D U C T: T R A D I T I O N A L , C H A P E L R E D

BEAUTIFUL
PRODUCTS
that last
forever

Our genuine
building products
create the most
beautiful and
sustainable
environments
and places in
Australia.
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on our commitment to product, service
excellence and our leadership position.

nubrik.com.au | 13 brick

Design Studios
Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Adelaide

Perth

Hobart

2 Barrack Street,
Sydney
NSW 2000
02 9611 4200
sydneydesignstudio@
brickworks.com.au

Ground Floor
367 Collins Street,
Melbourne
VIC 3000
03 8621 7777
melbournedesignstudio
@brickworks.com.au

27 James Street,
Fortitude Valley
QLD 4006
07 3634 5604
brisbanedesignstudio
@brickworks.com.au

Ground Floor,
70 Hindmarsh Square,
Adelaide
SA 5000
08 8443 2222
adelaidedesignstudio
@brickworks.com.au

67 King Street,
Perth
WA 6000
08 6332 5800
perthdesignstudio
@brickworks.com.au

210 Elizabeth Street,
North Hobart
TAS 7000
03 6212 9120
hobartdesignstudio
@brickworks.com.au

Proud Supporters

The product images in our brochures give a general indication of colour for your preliminary selection.
We also recommend you view current product samples before making your final selections.
01/2020

